Using light cone string field theory we derive recursion relations for closed string correlation functions and scattering amplitudes which hold to all orders in perturbation theory. These results extend to strings in a plane wave background.
hold to all orders in perturbation theory. Extensions to supersymmetric strings will be discussed below.
In sections two and three we derive the recursion relations for both correlation functions and scattering amplitudes. We discuss the results and give options for future research in section four and, for completeness, detail our conventions in an appendix.
Recursive string field correlators
The light cone closed string field action is
where the string field φp + is a function of time τ , p+ (the Fourier transform of x−) and the 24 transverse co-ordinates X. The measure is shorthand for shorthand for the measure on these variables,
The operatorĥ is the first quantised string Hamiltonian,
We fix the length of the strings at 2π rather than 2p+π. This is because the latter convention naturally lends itself to explicit calculations with interacting strings. In this paper, as we will see, we will not need the precise details of the three string vertex and hence adopt the former convention, which is more familiar from first quantised discussions.
The generating functional of connected correlation functions, W [J, J † ], is given by the functional integral
The subscript L indicates the loop order. Subsequent equations will become unwieldy unless we further condense our notation. When unambiguous we will suppress dependencies on the co-ordinates and momenta. We will also abbreviate
Then the expansion of the generating functional may be abbreviated to
Our goal is to evaluate the expectation value
which we may write in terms of functional derivatives with respect to the sources,
We will be interested in non-trivial correlation functions and therefore separate W into free and interacting pieces,
where W contains correlation functions of the interacting field. This decomposition reveals a divergence in the expectation value coming from the free part. This is because the operator expression in (6) involves operators evaluated at coincident spacetime points and therefore stands in need of regularisation. To do this we will insert the operator Tǫ into the free action acting on φ † , the effect of which is to shift the arguments of the field,
where (ǫ, ǫ, ǫ+) is some small change in position and momentum. This removes the divergent term. Evaluating (6) and letting ǫ → 0 we find
Including the regularisation we may also calculate the expectation value via
where the action S is defined by
The functional integral in (9) is given by the usual Feynman diagram expansion of the generating functional except the propagator G is replaced by
The inverse operator may be defined as a formal power series in ζ. The derivative, as ζ goes to zero, multiplies the exponential of W/ by a sum of Feynman diagrams derived from the usual sum over connected diagrams as follows. Each connected diagram is separated into E + I similar diagrams, where E (I) is the number of external (internal) lines 1 . In each of these diagrams the ζ derivative acts on one propagator. As ζ goes to zero this propagator, G, is replaced by −TǫG.
As we let the regulator ǫ → 0 we therefore recover the sum over connected diagrams where each is multiplied by a factor of −E − I. Since the interaction is cubic the number of internal lines in a connected diagram is a function of the number of external lines and the loop order L given by I
The expectation value may then be written
Equating the expressions (8) and (10) we find
The free part of the generating functional has dropped out of our equations. Equating by order in J, J † and we find our result
where R n,m
The sum over σ is over all distributions of the external data {Xr, Yr} between the two correlation functions. These relations are recursive in the number of string fields in the correlators and in the order of . We will discuss the result further in Section 4 but for now we verify that the relation is genuinely recursive. On the left hand side is a correlator of n + m fields at loop level L. On the right hand side, when for example r = 0 and s = m − 1 one correlator contains a total of m + n fields and may be of loop level L. However this is coupled to a correlator of two fields at loop level 0, which is the free propagator. Alternatively, we may directly amputate and Fourier transform equation (12) .
The creation and annihilation modes (see appendix) may be extracted from the string field via
The LSZ reduction formula for S-matrix elements follows using the usual methods.
Denoting the external data {p+r, E−, pr} by simply r, the S-matrix element
is given by a product of terms
for each 'out' state and
for each 'in' state, all acting on the correlator
We apply these operators to (12) . For the integrated (internal line) data appearing in the correlation functions we may use the spectral decomposition of the propagator in order to introduce the prefactors (13) and (14) associated to the off-shell string fields;
We then find that the scattering of m to n strings is given by
In the first line the measure is d µ k = (2π) −25 d 24 k dk+ dk−. In the second line the sum is as in (12) but now includes a sum over all possible excitations {l} of the string. The momentum q = {q+, q, q−} is forced, by the overall delta functions in the scattering amplitudes, to conserve momentum between pairs of amplitudes.
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We have derived recurrence relations between correlators and scattering amplitudes of closed strings using light cone string field theory. The relations are compact and hold to all loop orders. The structure we found is very similar to that encountered in the field theory results of [13] . There, we found that the Schwinger-Dyson equations (an approach considered in [15] in the context of Yang-Mills) could also be used to derive our results and this analysis goes through for the string field.
If we restrict ourselves to only tree level scattering amplitudes, for example, then the S-matrix elements obey the relations 
where the sum is over r, s, data permutations σ and the internal string modes {l}. We see a structure familiar from the recursion rules [16] , [17] in MHV descriptions of Yang Mills theory; tree level scattering amplitudes are built from pairs of amplitudes each with one state off shell are sewn together with a momentum-conserving propagator.
Beyond tree level the integrated term in (12) and (16) In one sense this structure is more natural in string theory than in field theory.
Consider two three-string worldsheets. These may be joined to form a four-string worldsheet together using Carlip's sewing method [18] . Two boundaries are sewn together by integrating over common boundary data but with an insertion of the first quantised Hamiltonian acting on one of the boundaries -this guarantees the correct cover of the moduli space of the sewn worldsheet. More symmetrically, we may sew the worldsheets by letting the Hamiltonian act on both boundaries and connect them with a propagator. Our results are effectively an application of this method, albeit in a Lagrangian formalism. Pairs of amplitudes (or pairs of legs to form loops) are sewn together using the inverse of the two point function. The overall factors of I, the number of internal lines, can be seen as the number of distinct cuts which can be made to separate worldsheet diagrams into diagrams for scattering of fewer states (or more states at lower loops).
As mentioned earlier, we have not needed the explicit form of the three string interaction. Any interaction of the form
where V is some integral kernel, such as the usual delta functional in all variables, will lead to the same recursion relations, which depend explicitly only on the quadratic part of the action -we may actually go further and add as many cubic terms as we like, with or without any number of derivatives, provided we satisfy physical constraints such as reparametrisation invariance. The kernel provides the initial data (the lowest order term, in both the number of strings and , in the generating functional) for constructing amplitudes recursively. We note that our method extends to non-flat spacetimes, for example the Plane Wave background [19] . The recurrence relations hold as in (12), withĥ replaced by the plane wave Hamiltonian,
We close with some open questions. Formally, our arguments appear to extend immediately to any supersymmetric string field theory with a cubic vertex, e.g. the Heterotic and Type IIAB strings -the differences would amount to replacing the quadratic form in (12) and (16) 
A Closed string field theory
For completeness we present our conventions. The equations of motion which follow from the action (1) are
To solve these equations we first expand the transverse co-ordinates in a suitable basis,
xn cos nσ +xn sin nσ,
To obtain the functional derivative we have used
cos nσ cos nσ ′ + sin nσ sin nσ ′ .
This allows us to expandĥ in modes and the equations of motion become partial differential equations,
which we may solve by separation of variables. With a slight abuse of notation, the separated equations are
with the constraint
Equation (18) may be rewritten in terms of a new variable z = √ nxn (suppressing the index i for a moment) and is then recognisable as Hermite's equation,
For well behaved solutions to this equation we must have 2En/n = 2l + 1; l is a non-negative integer which we will call the level. The solution of level l is
This means that for each mode of the string, describing a quantum harmonic oscil- 
The product over n and i is the product over the separated Hermite solutions for each string mode xn in dimension i. There is then a sum over all possible combinations of assigning level values to each of these solutions, representing the infinite number of independent solutions to the equations of motion. We have included a normalisation factor in the Hermite polynomials, which obey dx e −nx
